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Abstract
In this follow up paper, we calculate higher point tree level graviton Witten dia-
grams in AdS4 via bulk perturbation theory. We show that by rearranging the bulk to
bulk graviton propagators, the calculations effectively reduce to the computation of a
scalar factor. Analogous to the amplitudes for vector boson interactions we computed
in the previous paper, scalar factors for the graviton exchange diagrams also become
relatively simple when written in momentum space. We explicitly calculate higher
point correlators and discuss how this momentum space formalism makes flat space
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence maps gravitational theories with their non-gravitational
counterparts [1, 2]. This correspondence has provided a concrete tool to tackle problems in
theoretical physics from the nature of black holes to non-equilibrium phenomena in strongly
coupled systems including condensed matter physics.1
In Minkowski space, the S-matrix provides the transition amplitude for a set of particles
in an asymptotic in state at t = −∞ that turns into a different set of out states at t = +∞.2
In an AdS with a time-like boundary such notions of in and out states are not very sensible.
Instead, one can view the AdS as a box where particles can interact perpetually. However,
one can also alter the boundary conditions at the time-like boundary thereby creating
and annihilating particles. We know from AdS/CFT correspondence that the transition
amplitudes between these type of states are equal to the correlation functions of the dual
1For a more recent introduction to AdS/CFT, see [3]. For a complementary review on conformal field
theories, see [4].
2The standard Haag-Ruelle construction of S-matrix [5–7] assumes a mass gap in the spectrum hence
S-matrix is not rigorously defined for massless particles. For a recent short discussion with an improved
construction, see [8].
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conformal field theory (CFT) [9]. Such amplitudes are among the most fundamental objects,
and many important observables of the theories living in AdS are constructed through them.
Because of their importance, they have garnered appreciable interest in the last decade.3
The study of the scattering amplitudes of gauge theories and gravity has revealed
remarkably simple structures in flat space and has led to menagerie of basis such as twistors
and geometric formulations like the amplituhedron [15–19]. Additionally, in the last several
years we have witnessed inspiring representations which have helped in showing similarities
between scattering amplitudes in flat space and their AdS counterparts [9, 20–33]. One
related insight has come out of the recent investigation of holographic momentum space
which indicates an interesting connection between momentum space Witten diagrams and
flat space scattering amplitudes. Indeed, one can obtain the S-matrix from the AdS cor-
relation function with an elegant limit k1 + k2 + · · · kn 7→ 0 where ki is the magnitude
of the external momenta [34, 35]. A similar flat space limit also exist in de Sitter space
[36, 37]. In fact, anti-de Sitter and de Sitter correlators are closely related and this intimacy
provides a cosmological motivation for studying AdS amplitudes as well.4 In that context,
we are interested in studying the late time spatial correlations that encode the primordial
scattering processes.
While many exciting directions have been explored in the study of conformal structure
in momentum space [34–37, 39–53], a lot of of work still remains to be done. In our previous
paper, we used momentum space formalism of [41] to compute the explicit expressions for
several higher point vector correlators which take surprisingly simple forms [54]. Further-
more, it is shown in [38] that these calculation can be considerably simplified in a judiciously
chosen basis. Specifically, different coefficients of the terms in the tensor structure of a
vector amplitude are all related to a specific one among them, which means that the whole
calculation reduces to only one integration.5 In this follow-up paper, we will discuss an
analogous method to reduce the momentum space graviton calculations to computation of
a scalar factor, and we will explicitly compute tree level higher point Witten diagrams with
exchanged gravitons. Furthermore, we will discuss the flat space and collinear limits in our
settings and provide explicit results. We think that our results could serve as data points
from which further insights can be drawn. For instance, the inflationary cosmology has
stimulated a great deal of excitement in the study of late time de Sitter correlators [55–58]
and we believe that the analogous calculations of momentum space AdS amplitudes can
assist in the study of the shape of non-Gaussianities [36, 37, 53, 59–72].
Here is the organization of the paper. In section 2, we briefly summarize momentum
space perturbation theory of scalars and vector bosons, and present an overview of the
gravitons. We also discuss how to strip off the tensor part of the graviton bulk to bulk
propagator and how to effectively compute the remaining scalar factor for any tree level
3For instance, early work in this direction was pioneered in these papers: [10–14].
4Even though mathematical framework of AdS and dS are intuitively related, their connection can be
obscure. For example, it is shown in a recent paper [38] that an algorithm for the conformally coupled
scalars in dS can be directly used for gauge bosons in AdS, a relation which is not manifestly obvious.
5In [38], they also introduce an algebraic algorithm which bypasses the integration. Extension of this
algorithm to gravitons is an open problem that we would like to return later; however, in this paper, we
will stick to explicit integration.
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Witten diagram by introducing bulk point integrated expressions. In section 3, we use these
ingredients and explicitly compute three, four and five point functions. In section 4 we obtain
the expected flat space expressions, and further comment on how specific collinear limits
can be simplified in our construction. Finally, we comment on many promising directions
in the conclusion.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Review: AdS Momentum Space Perturbation Theory
In this section we provide a brief review of momentum space bulk perturbation theory. We
refer reader interested in scalars and vector bosons to [54] and the references therein; in this
follow-up paper, we will present a very succinct overview with an emphasis on the gravitons.
In order to write a momentum space amplitude for a tree level Witten diagram, one
needs to take the product of all relevant bulk to bulk and bulk to boundary propagators
with the vertex factors, followed by an integration along the bulk radial direction.6 In the
case of gluons in the axial gauge, the relevant ingredients for AdSd+1 are


































(ηij(k1 − k2)k + ηjk(k2 − k3)i + ηki(k3 − k1)j) , (2.1d)







for the bulk to boundary propagator Aai , the bulk to bulk propagator Gij,7 and the vertex
factors V ’s. In the equations above, Kν(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind,
ηij = η
ij is the boundary metric, ai is the transverse polarization tensor (aiki = 0), and k is
the norm of the external momenta, i.e. k =
√|k2|. In this paper, we will stick to spacelike
momenta, i.e. k2 = k2, as was done in [54]: one can analytically continue to timelike
momenta, however the bulk to boundary propagators need to be modified accordingly [41].
As an example, the color-ordered expression for the s−channel four point Witten diagram






. Therefore what we call momentum space amplitude is the amplitude in the
coordinates {ki}, which is obtained after the dependence on the bulk radius direction z is integrated.
















ijk(k1,k2,−k1 − k2)Gk`(k1 + k2; z, z′)
× z4z′4V `mn(k1,k2,k1 + k2)Am(k3, z′)An(k4, z′) . (2.2)
An explicit expression for d = 3 for the above expression can be found in [54].
In the expression above, we included the factor z4z′4. This was given as part of the
overall prescription in [54] without a detailed explanation. It basically follows from the fact
that the relevant inverse metric is gij = z2ηij and both in three point and contact vertices we
need two inverse metrics. So, to ease the notation in the vector calculations, we effectively
took gij = gij = ηij = ηij and inserted necessary z factors at the end.8 In this paper,
we present the tree point vertex factor and the propagators in contravariant and covariant
forms respectively, so one does not need to worry about any additional z−factors.
The analogous set of ingredients to eqn. (2.1) for gravitons is given by [41]:

































bc − 2d−1H(ω,k)ab H(ω,k)cd
)
k2 + ω2 − i , (2.3b)












+ permutations . (2.3d)
where ij is the symmetric traceless transverse polarization tensor, e.g. ijki = ijηij = 0
and ij = ji. We defined V ijk`mnk1,k2,k3 for convenience while V ijk`mnk1,k2,k3 is the appropriate three
point vertex factor.
The permutations in the vertex are generated by the permutation group element
(k1k2k3)(ikm)(j`n) in cycle notation.9 This is analogous to the vertex factor for the vector
boson in eqn. (2.1d) where the second and third terms can be obtained from the first one
by the permutation (k1k2k3)(ijk).
2.2 Stripping off the tensorial part of the propagator
Our goal in this part is to provide a prescription to simplify the propagator. The form of
the graviton propagator as given in eqn. (2.3b) shows that there are three different radial
8For a similar discussion, see section 6.2.2 of [41].
9See section 3.2.1. of [35] for the full contracted expression.
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integrations we need to consider due to ω dependence of H(ω,k)ac H(ω,k)bd ; however, it is not
immediately clear if these integrations are related. In [38], the authors addressed a similar
problem for the gluon propagator. By rewriting the gluon propagator as

























i(k2 + ω2 − i) ,
(2.4)









































k2 + ω2 − i . (2.8)
Using this decomposition, instead of performing 2n integrations where n is number of bulk
to bulk propagator, one can only proceed with one explicit integration and obtain the rest
via eqn. (2.7).
We are actually abusing the notation in the equations above as these lines stand for
bulk-point integrated diagrams in [38]. In the case of gluons, the additive property of the
norm of momenta of the bulk to boundary propagators at the vertices enables performing
computations at the level of truncated diagrams, hence the computations remain completely
agnostic to what is attached from the boundary. This is no longer true for gravitons; thus,
instead of working with the truncated graphs, we will work with the full Witten diagrams.
Nonetheless, reducing the number of integrations to one by finding out an analogous relation
for the graviton propagator will prove quite useful as we will see below.





































This enables us to rewrite the graviton propagator in eqn. (2.3b) as



































hence we obtain the desired form








k2 + ω2 − i , (2.12)













P(0)kab,cd ≡ P(1,1)kab,cd , P(1)kab,cd ≡ P(1,2)kab,cd + P(2,1)kab,cd + P(2,2)kab,cd , P(2)kab,cd ≡ P(2,2)kab,cd . (2.14)
The nice thing about the operator Dk is that it commutes with the rest of the calculation,
e.g. bulk point integration, so we can apply it at the very end. Furthermore, Dk for different
propagators commute as well. Thus for a Witten diagram with n bulk to bulk propagators
we schematically have




where (i, Vi) stand for the collection of the vertex factors and polarization vectors, pj is
sum of some bulk to boundary momenta depending on the topology of the diagram, and
M is the scalar factor of the amplitude: it is the graviton analog of the amplitude for the
straight-only-graph in [38] (andM(1)topology analog of [54]).
2.3 Bulk point integrated expressions
In the naive order of the calculations, one needs to carry out the integration in eqn. (2.11) to
get the full propagator and then the radial integration to get the amplitude for the Witten
diagram. The integration in the propagator comes from the equation of motion as derived
in [41] and we need to carry out the bulk point integration because we go to the Fourier
space of boundary coordinates only.
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A clearer approach is to interchange the order of integrations as one needs same bulk-
point integrated quantities for any tree level diagram; therefore, one can carry out bulk point
integration once and for all as we did in our previous paper for gluons. In accordance with
that paper’s convention, we define the bulk-point integrated objects KKK, KKJ , KJJ ,
and JJJ as follows:

























































































































where z8 factor comes from the contraction with the three point vertex V ijk`mnk1,k2,k3 . From now
on, we will use only use the remaining tensor part V ijk`mnk1,k2,k3 in the expressions.
In terms of these objects, the amplitude for a generic tree level Witten diagram in
eqn. (2.15) takes the form10












f(KKJ ,KJJ ,JJJ ) ,
(2.17)
where the function f depends on the topology of the diagram. Here f(KKJ ,KJJ ,JJJ )
depends on k1 · · · km and ω1 · · ·ωn where m is the number of external legs and n is the
number of bulk to bulk propagators. Likewise, pj and pk are combinations of external
momenta depending on the topology.
As a non-trivial example, we can write the expression for the star-triangle six point
10The factor KKK only appears in three point amplitude hence we ignored the dependence of AWitten
on KKK in eqn. (2.17). Likewise, the function f may depend on other bulk point integrated objects, e.g.














































KKJ (k1, k2, ω1)KKJ (k3, k4, ω2)KKJ (k5, k6, ω3)JJJ (ω1, ω2, ω3) ,
(2.18)
where we are using the shorthand notation of [54]:











ki1i2...in :=ki1 + ki2 + · · ·+ kin ,
(2.19)
thus, e.g. k123 = |k1|+|k2|+|k3| , k123 456 = |k1|+|k2 + k3|+|k4 + k5|+|k6| , k12 = k1+k2.
Even though k12 can also be used to label 12th momentum in a generic calculation, there
will not be room for confusion in this paper.
In this paper, we are focusing on d = 3, and we will need the explicit expressions for
KKJ and KJJ only:

































3.1 A basic Witten diagram: three point function
As a warm-up, we will compute the three point amplitude. It is a useful exercise as all the
dynamical data in a CFT is actually contained solely in three point correlation functions
[43, 73]. With the ingredients in eqn. (2.3), we can calculate the momentum space Witten






hij(k1, z)hk`(k2, z)hmn(k3, z)V ijk`mnk1,k2,k3 (3.1)
which then reads






















Figure 1: The three point graviton amplitude















k1 + k2 + k3
− k1k2k3e
(−k1−k2−k3)z
(k1 + k2 + k3)
2 −
(k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3) e
(−k1−k2−k3)z





which yields the regularized result
A3 = 1ij2k`3mnV ijk`mnk1,k2,k3
[
k1k2k3
(k1 + k2 + k3)
2 +
k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3
k1 + k2 + k3
+ (k1 + k2 + k3)
]
. (3.4)
This result also appears in [36] where instead of z integral the details appears from the
























































[(k21k3) (23) + (k32k1) (31) + (k13k2) (12)]
− 1
2
[(k2132k3) + (k3213k1) + (k1321k2)]
(3.5)






Figure 2: The four point graviton amplitude





((k21k3) (23) + (k32k1) (31) + (k13k2) (12))
− 1
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(k1 + k2 + k3)
2 +
k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3
k1 + k2 + k3




3.2 Four point function
In this section, we will step by step compute the amplitude associated with the s−channel


















2 − iKKJ (k1, k2, ω)KKJ (k3, k4, ω) . (3.7)











2ω4 (k21 + k
2
2 + 4k1k2 + ω
2) (k23 + k
2
4 + 4k3k4 + ω
2)






We can carry out this integration11 to find
Mfour point =
1(−k12 + k1 + k2)2 (k12 + k1 + k2)2
(
2k1k2k3 (k1 + k2 + k3)
(−k12 + k1 + k2) (k12 + k1 + k2)






) (−k212 + k21 + 4k2k1 + k22)(
k12 + k3 + k4
)2 −
(










−k212 + 6k22 + k23
)
− (k22 + k23) (k12 − k2) (k12 + k2)+ k41 + 4k2k31 + 4k2 (k22 + k23) k1
k1 + k2 + k3 + k4
+
(k1 + k2) k23
(








− k22k212 + k41 + 4k2k31 + 4k32k1 + k42
)
(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4)
2
+
k1k2 (k1 + k2)
(−k12 + k1 + k2) (k12 + k1 + k2)





The result seems rather complicated; however it can be put in a simpler and more intuitive
form. For this, we need to make use of the symmetries of the four point exchange diagram.
As we can see from fig. (2), the scalar factorMfour point should have the symmetries k1 ↔ k2,
k3 ↔ k4, and {k1, k2} ↔ {k3, k4}, hence we can change variables to those invariant under
these interchanges:
E ≡k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 ,
α ≡(k1 + k2)(k3 + k4) ,
β ≡k1k2 + k3k4 ,
γ ≡k1k2k3k4 ,
σ ≡|k1 + k2 − k3 − k4| ,
λ ≡|k1k2 − k3k4| .
(3.10)
Of course, not all of these parameters are independent; in fact, we have the relations
E2 − 4α = σ2 and β2 − 4γ = λ2. With these parameters, the scalar factor now reads as
Mfour point = 1(











k212(2α + 3β)− 2λσk12 + α(2α + β)
2E
+ Ek212 + k12
(
k212 + 2α + β
))
. (3.11)
11As advocated in [54], we use residue theorem to efficiently compute these symbolic integrations. We






Figure 3: Five point graviton amplitude
By acting our differential operator in eqn. (2.13),








































































hence eqn. (3.7) reads as
















3.3 Five point function
Here we will compute the amplitude associated with the five point Witten diagram shown
in fig. (3). Alongside being an interesting computational challange as it contains two bulk
to bulk propagators, this Comb channel is the only diagram one can write without studying
beyond cubic interactions.

















×Dk12m1n1p1r1Dk45m2n2p2r2Mfive point , (3.14)
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×KKJ (k1, k2, ω1)KJJ (k3, ω1, ω2)KKJ (k4, k5, ω2) . (3.15)
Such scalar factors can be calculated in a symbolic calculation program such as Mathematica,
especially by taking advantage of the residue theorem as we demonstrated in our previous


















By using an appropriate set of variables analogous to eqn. (3.10) we can write the coefficients
ci, di in a simpler form; however, they are still rather complicated so we list the explicit
expressions in Appendix A. The reader can also refer to the attached Mathematica file
where the result is presented in terms of the conventional variables ki.
With Mfive point, one can straightforwardly obtain Afive point as we have demonstrated
above for four point amplitude. Even though the result looks quite complicated, it can
simplify in certain limits and the commutation of the limiting procedure with the act of
differential operators is one of the main strengths of our formalism since it allows us to
obtain final elegantly simple results in a relatively easy computation. We will discuss two
such limits in the next section.
4 Flat space and collinear limits
Flat space limit: As mentioned in the introduction, it has been known that Witten
diagrams reduce to scattering amplitudes in an appropriate flat space limit [34–37]. One
of the advantages of using momentum space is that this procedure becomes almost trivial.
In [34], the author derives the relation that extracts the flat space amplitude from the AdS
correlators. For tree-level graviton diagrams in AdS4, the relation simply reads as
Aflat spacen−point = lim
E→0
En−1
Γ(n− 1)∏ni=1 kiAn−point (4.1)
for E = k1 + · · ·+ kn.
Let us apply this formula for the amplitudes that we examined above. In the case of





((k21k3) (23) + (k32k1) (31) + (k13k2) (12))
− 1
2





The transition to flat space limit is also quite transparent for four point diagrams. In
particular, in the parameters that we introduced in eqn. (3.10), eqn. (4.1) becomes




Afour point . (4.3)
Inserting eqn. (3.13) into this, we obtain the simple result



























By inserting the explicit expressions for P and V , one can reduce the result to product of

















× [(k121k12)(k122k1)− (k122k12)(k121k2) + k1 · k12 (k2 · k12(12)− 2(k1212k12)− 2(k212k12))]
× [(k124k12)(k123k4)− (k123k12)(k124k3) + k3 · k12 (k4 · k12(34) + 2(k1234k12)− 2(k434k12))]
(4.5)
with the shorthand notation used in eqn. (3.5).
We can similarly calculate the flat space limit for five point diagram. For brevity, we will
only provide the flat space limit ofMfive point; one can obtain the full flat space amplitude
Afive point by acting with the differential operators and carrying out the relevant contractions
as we demonstrated above for the four point case. We emphasize that the flat space limit
commutes with the differential operators, thus this procedure is valid. The result simply
reads as




Mfive point = 1
(k212 − k212)(k2123 − k2123)
. (4.6)
At the level of scalar factors, the flat space limit for four point function takes a similar
form




Mfour point = 1
k212 − k212
. (4.7)
In fact, looking at these results, we may generalize the flat space limit of scalar factors for
higher point comb-like diagrams as














Collinear limit: Another interesting limit that we may manifestly take in our formalism
is the collinear limit, e.g. when vector sum of the momenta of two external legs approaches
zero. In most of the cases, our relations do not provide an immediate simplification albeit
they are perfectly suitable for the calculation. However, in the cases where the chosen
external legs directly interact in the chosen Witten diagram, we may drastically simplify the
calculation by commuting the collinear limit with the differential operator for the relevant
bulk to bulk propagator.
















where q is the vanishing momentum in the chosen collinear limit, pj is sum of some bulk to
boundary momenta depending on the topology of the diagram andM is the scalar part of
the amplitude. If q ∈ {pj}, taking pn = q, we see that
lim
q→0
AWitten = − i
2

























which can be easily verified with eqn. (2.13).
We can see this at work by analyzing the collinear limit k12 → 0 for the four point
amplitude in eqn. (3.7) where the drastic simplification in eqn. (3.12) reads as
lim
k12→0
Mfour pointm1n1m2n2 = −
(4γ + 2αE2 + βE2 − Eλσ)
2αE3









where we took {E,α, β, γ, σ, λ} → {4k, 4k2, 2k2, k4, 0, 0} and defined k1 · k3 = k2 cos(θ) for
|k1| = |k3| = k.
We note that flat space limit and collinear limit do not commute! For instance, taking
the flat space limit after the collinear limit kills the four point amplitude whereas we get a
finite result in the reverse order:
lim
k12→0






In this paper, we have studied graviton propagating in AdS4. As a continuation of our
previous work with the gluons, we aimed to adapt and further develop the existent mo-
mentum space technology to graviton interactions, and to provide explicit results for tree
level calculations. For this, we rewrote the graviton propagator in a way that reduced the
complexity of the problem significantly. Explicitly, we managed to reduce the bulky part of
the computation for any diagram to the calculation of a scalar factor. This rearranged
form of the amplitudes may lead to a more systematic and overarching study of AdS
correlators in momentum space. For instance, it is conceivable that these objects have
similar recursive structures as the gauge theory correlators computed in [38]. Finding an
analogous algorithmic method to compute the graviton interactions is an open problem
which we hope to address in the future.
Our formalism has also practical importance in addition to being a possible step to a
more systematic study of momentum space AdS correlators. In a standard calculation,
one needs to carry out bulk point integrations whose number increases exponentially with
the number of bulk to bulk propagators. In our settings, there is only one scalar factor
per diagram, hence we need to carry out only one integration for any diagram.12 As the
integrands consist of several Bessel functions, this is a rather important simplification which
enables the calculations of higher point functions in practice. We demonstrated this utility
by computing four and five point Witten diagrams. While these expressions are naively
complicated, exploiting the symmetries of the diagrams simplifies the results considerably.
We have provided a Mathematica file with the four and five point results; we hope that our
results may serve as data points from which further insight can be obtained.
In the last part of our paper we discussed the flat space limit of our results. It is a nice
feature of the momentum space formalism that this limit can be taken rather easily, and it is
natural to wonder if such a transparent limit can help us find analogous structures between
graviton and gluon to those found in flat space scattering amplitudes. For instance, KLT-like
relations have been carried out in the context of cosmology [74]. Similarly, double copy like
relations have been explored and are successfully realized for three point CFT correlators
[75]. It is an interesting question whether these analyses can be further developed for
holographic settings, and we hope that our work can assist in this direction.
Lastly, we hope our investigation can connect with cosmological bootstrap program as
AdS and dS correlators are closely related. For instance, in [76, 77] authors propose a
framework for the computation of late-time correlators in de Sitter space and bridge the
gap with the boundary correlators in anti-de Sitter space. Moreover, it has been shown
that the wave function of the universe for conformally coupled scalar theories in dS4 can be
expressed as volumes of polytopes in the same spirit as the amplituhedron [78–80]. Since,
12Technically, there are 3n multiple integrals of n variables in standard approach where n is the number
of bulk to bulk propagators, and there is only one multiple integral of n variables in our approach. Not all
3n of these integrations are independent, and in fact one can reduce the number of integrations significantly
by using the symmetries of the diagram. Nonetheless, we bypass any such additional analysis and reduce
the number for any diagram.
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the structures that we have calculated have a similar flavor, it is possible that they have a
polytopic interpretation. It would be interesting to explore these connections.
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A Scalar factor for five point diagram

















where ci (di) carries the even (odd) part of the amplitude under the exchange {k1, k2} ↔ {k4, k5}.
We can succinctly express these factors in parameters manifest under this symmetry:
e ≡k1 + k2 + k4 + k5 ,
α ≡(k1 + k2)(k4 + k5) ,
β ≡k1k2 + k4k5 ,
γ ≡k1k2k4k5 ,
σ ≡|k1 + k2 − k4 − k5| ,
λ ≡|k1k2 − k4k5| ,
ρ ≡k12 + k45 ,
δ ≡k12k45 ,
κ ≡|k12 − k45| .













α2 − 2α(β + δ) + 2βδ + 4γ + δ2)+ 2ρ2(δ(2α+ β) + α(α+ β))− αλρσ − 4δλρσ)
+ e2ρ
(
2α3 − α2 (β + 4δ − 2ρ2)+ α (2δ(δ − β) + βρ2 + 4γ − 2λρσ)+ δ(3βδ + 16γ − 2λρσ))





α+ δ + e2
)









α2 − 2α(β + δ) + 2βδ + 4γ + δ2)+ 2ρ2(δ(2α+ β) + α(α+ β))− αλρσ − 4δλρσ)+ e2ρ(2α3 − α2 (β + 4δ − 2ρ2)
+ α
(














3(α+ β + 2δ)ρ3 − λσρ2 + δ(25α+ 74β + 62δ)ρ− 8δλσ)) e6
+
(
6(2α+ β)ρ4 − 6λσρ3 + 8 (4α2 + 9βα+ γ) ρ2 − 9αλσρ− 148δλσρ+ 52δ3 + 2α2β + 2δ2 (85ρ2 − 2α+ 36β)
+ 2δ
(







136ρ3 + 15βρ+ 124δρ− 2λσ)α2 + (6ρ5 + (145β + 322δ)ρ3 − 76λσρ2 + 36γρ− 2δ(55β + 23δ)ρ− 42δλσ)α
+ 152δ3ρ+ δ2
(
66ρ3 + 327βρ− 32λσ)+ δρ (233βρ2 − 296λσρ+ 592γ)+ 2ρ3 (βρ2 − 3λσρ+ 12γ)) e4
+
(−2λσρ5 + 57βδρ4 − 215δλσρ3 + 332βδ2ρ2 − 105δ2λσρ+ 4α4 + 32δ4 − 2α3 (−66ρ2 + β − 14δ)+ 10δ3 (8ρ2 + 7β)
+ 8γ
(




158ρ4 + 8δρ2 − 33λσρ− 36δ2 + 8γ − 70βδ)
+ α
(
107βρ4 − 145λσρ3 + 304γρ2 − 86δλσρ− 28δ3 + 2δ2 (58ρ2 + β)+ 2δ (59ρ4 − 54βρ2 + 84γ))) e3
+
(
8γρ5 + 3δ(260γ − 17λρσ)ρ3 + 32α4ρ+ 24δ4ρ+ δ2 (89βρ2 − 124λσρ+ 420γ) ρ+ δ3(96βρ− 2λσ)
−2α3 (−53ρ3+8βρ+4δρ+λσ)+α (25βρ5−101λσρ4+2(280γ+δ(49δ−3β))ρ3−16δλσρ2+8δ(43γ+δ(2β+δ))ρ+2δ2λσ)
+ α2
(−56ρδ2 + 2 (λσ − 6ρ (ρ2 + 8β)) δ + ρ (54ρ4 + 5βρ2 − 92λσρ+ 132γ))) e2
+




(−10α2 + 7βα+ 216γ) δ2 − α (10α2 + 13βα+ 4γ) δ + α2 (10α2 − 7βα+ 180γ)) ρ2 − 16α3λσρ





δ − ρ2)σ − 4γ (−9ρ4 + 4δρ2 + 8δ2))α+ δ2 (48γρ2 − 3δλσρ+ 32γδ)))
c3 = ρ
(




2ρ4 + (5α+ 10β + 22δ)ρ2 − λσρ+ 56δ2 + αβ + 10αδ + 54βδ) e6
+
(





31βρ4 + 22δρ4 − 38λσρ3 + 384δ2ρ2 + 80γρ2 + 808βδρ2 − 540δλσρ+ 8α3 + 148δ3 + 266βδ2 + 432γδ
+ 2α2
(









207ρ3 +5βρ+52δρ− 7λσ)α2 + (−137λσρ2 +2 (4ρ4 + (85β +166δ)ρ2 +66γ − δ(116β +37δ)) ρ− 38δλσ)α
+ 140δ3ρ+ δ2
(








(−5λσρ5 + 4 (72α2 + 39βα+ 25γ) ρ4 + 8(19α+ 8β)δρ4 − 324αλσρ3 − 352δλσρ3 + 4α (65α2 − 14βα+ 262γ) ρ2
− 4 (43α2 + 66βα− 604γ) δρ2 − 102α2λσρ− 186δ2λσρ− 8αδλσρ+ 48δ4 + 8α2 (2α2 − βα+ 7γ)
+ 8α
(
4α2 − 15βα+ 38γ) δ + 4δ3 (21ρ2 − 8α+ 30β)+ 4δ2 (−16α2 + 49ρ2α+ 2βα+ 120βρ2 + 86γ)) e2
+
(
10γρ5 − 24δ(λρσ − 20γ)ρ3 + 20α4ρ+ 8δ4ρ+ δ2 (33βρ2 − 72λσρ+ 308γ) ρ+ δ3(42βρ− 4λσ)
− 2α3 (−26ρ3 + 7βρ+ 6δρ+ 2λσ)+ α2 (28ρ5 − (9β + 20δ)ρ3 − 64λσρ2 + 196γρ− 14δ(3β + 2δ)ρ+ 4δλσ)
+ α
(
9βρ5 − 68λσρ4 + 4(131γ + δ(10δ − 3β))ρ3 + 40δλσρ2 + 2δ(δ(7β + 6δ)− 28γ)ρ+ 4δ2λσ)) e
+ 4α4ρ2 + α2
(
















ρ2−2δ) e7+2ρ (2α+7β+8 (ρ2+δ)) e6+2 (10ρ4+(31α+38β+63δ)ρ2−7λσρ+2α2+134δ2+7αβ+66αδ+152βδ) e5
+
(−72λσρ2 + (6ρ4 + 2(69α+ 56β + 65δ)ρ2 + 130α2 + 670δ2 + 176αβ + 56γ + 878αδ + 1037βδ) ρ− 14αλσ − 312δλσ) e4
+
(
53βρ4 + 30δρ4 − 84λσρ3 + 478δ2ρ2 + 1101βδρ2 − 1003δλσρ+ 40α3 + 228δ3 + 504βδ2 + 8γ (35ρ2 + 148δ)
+ 2α2
(










80ρ3 + 913βρ− 56λσ)+ δρ (375βρ2 − 907λσρ+ 3196γ)+ ρ3 (6βρ2 − 31λσρ+ 312γ)) e2
+
(−2λσρ5 + 100γρ4 − 265δλσρ3 + δ (29βρ2 + 2196γ) ρ2 − 175δ2λσρ+ 20α4 + 32δ4 + 6δ3 (7ρ2 + 15β)
+ 2α3
(
110ρ2 − 7β + 6δ)+ 8δ2 (39βρ2 + 44γ)+ α2 (236ρ4 − 2(49β + 121δ)ρ2 − 123λσρ+ 144γ − 2δ(45β + 26δ))
+ α
(
(83β + 90δ)ρ4 − 314λσρ3 + 2δ(82δ − 101β)ρ2 + 130δλσρ+ 2(7β − 6δ)δ2 + 4γ (349ρ2 + 4δ))) e+ 16α4ρ
− 2α3 (−18ρ3 + 8βρ+ 6δρ+ 3λσ)+ 2α2 (−29λσρ2 − 2 (−5ρ4 + (4β + 5δ)ρ2 − 72γ + δ(6β + 5δ)) ρ+ 3δλσ)
+ α
(
2βρ5 − 61λσρ4 + 8(75γ + δ(3δ − β))ρ3 + 66δλσρ2 + 4δ(δ(4β + 3δ)− 100γ)ρ+ 6δ2λσ)
+ δ

















+ 8δ4 − 66δ2λρσ − 76δλρ3σ + 12e6 (ρ2 − 2δ)+ 2e5ρ (12α+ 20β + 13δ + 23ρ2)
+ e4
(
















3ρ2(59β + 222δ)− 2δ(119β + 72δ) + 76γ − 140λρσ + 16ρ4)+ 518βδ2









96α3 − α2(43β + 112δ) + 2α (−103βδ + 210γ − 8δ2)+ δ (265βδ + 1172γ + 64δ2))+ ρ5(β − 4α) + 52αδλσ





56α3ρ− 8α2 (5βρ+ 11δρ+ 2λσ − 13ρ3)+ α (2ρ3(7β + 46δ) + 4δρ(2δ − 19β) + 320γρ+ 32δλσ − 103λρ2σ − 4ρ5)
+ 4δρ
(
ρ2(5β + δ) + δ(29β + 6δ) + 180γ
)− 16δ2λσ − 151δλρ2σ + 28e5 (ρ2 − 2δ)+ 2e4ρ (28α+ 28β + 15δ + 31ρ2)
+ e3
(





334α2 + 2ρ2(24α+ 33β + 37δ) + 163αβ + 1232αδ + 659βδ + 168γ + 426δ2 + 2ρ4
)− 56αλσ − 438δλσ − 83λρ2σ)
+ e
(
56α3 − 6α2 (2β + 4δ − 61ρ2)+ α (ρ2(121β + 716δ)− 20δ(13β + 6δ) + 168γ − 191λρσ − 24ρ4)+ 272βδ2 + 293βδρ2
+ 5βρ4 + 952γδ + 180γρ2 + 88δ3 + 118δ2ρ2 − 573δλρσ + 4δρ4 − 10λρ3σ)+ 5λρ4σ)
c7 = 8α
3 + α2
























92α2 + 21αβ + 316αδ + 101βδ + 32γ + 72δ2
)







8α2ρ− 2α (−14δρ+ λσ + 2ρ3)+ 4δρ(β + δ)− 10δλσ + λρ2σ)+ 9e3 (ρ2 − 2δ)
+ e2ρ
(






5β + 118δ − 3ρ2)+ 5
2




α2 + 6αδ + δ
(





(−4γρσ ((α−δ)2+αρ2)+2δe6λ+e5(αλρ−2δ(σ(β+δ)−2λρ))−e4 (α (βρσ+8δλ+4δρσ−2λρ2)+2δρ(σ(2β+δ)−λρ))
− e3 (α2 (2σ (δ+ ρ2)+3λρ)+α (2βσ (ρ2 − 2δ)− 4δ2σ+2δρ(9λ+2ρσ)− λρ3)+ δ (2βσ (2δ+ ρ2)+8γσ+ δ(2δσ− λρ)))
− e2ρ (2α3σ + α2 (8λρ− σ (β + 4δ − 2ρ2))+ α (βσ (ρ2 − 2δ)+ 4γσ + 2δ(δσ + 4λρ))+ δσ(3βδ + 16γ))
− 4eρ (α3λ+ α2λ (ρ2 − 2δ)+ α (2γρσ + δ2λ)+ 2γδρσ))
d1 = (e+ 2ρ)
(−4γρσ ((α− δ)2 + αρ2)+ 2δe6λ+ e5(αλρ− 2δ(σ(β + δ)− 2λρ))
− e4 (α (βρσ + 8δλ+ 4δρσ − 2λρ2)+ 2δρ(σ(2β + δ)− λρ))
− e3 (α2 (2σ (δ+ ρ2)+3λρ)+α (2βσ (ρ2 − 2δ)− 4δ2σ+2δρ(9λ+2ρσ)− λρ3)+ δ (2βσ (2δ+ ρ2)+8γσ+ δ(2δσ− λρ)))
− e2ρ (2α3σ + α2 (8λρ− σ (β + 4δ − 2ρ2))+ α (βσ (ρ2 − 2δ)+ 4γσ + 2δ(δσ + 4λρ))+ δσ(3βδ + 16γ))





(−4ρ (3α3λρ+ α2 (8γσ + 3λρ (ρ2 − 2δ))+ α (γσ (11ρ2 − 16δ)+ 3δ2λρ)+ γδσ (8δ + 3ρ2))− 2e7λρ
+e6
(
αλ+2βρσ+20δλ+6δρσ−6λρ2)+e5 (α (18λρ−σ (β+2δ−6ρ2))+2 (βσ (3ρ2−10δ)−8δ2σ+28δλρ+6δρ2σ−3λρ3))
+e4
(−3α2λ+α (ρ (2σ (6ρ2−7β)+49λρ)−2δ(39λ+19ρσ))+δρ (2σ (3ρ2−22β)+49λρ)+6βρ3σ+8γρσ+δ2(5λ−26ρσ)
−2λρ4)−e3 (2α3σ+α2 (σ (−β+12δ+16ρ2)+32λρ)+α (βσ (25ρ2−34δ)+4γσ−30δ2σ+200δλρ+58δρ2σ−45λρ3−6ρ4σ)
















+ 3δ(4δσ − λρ))+ 8γσ (23δ − 3ρ2)))









(−4 (α3ρ(6λ+ ρσ) + α2 (ρ2 (σ (−β − 2δ + ρ2)+ 8λρ)+ 4γσ − 12δλρ)+ α (2γσ (5ρ2 − 4δ)+ δρ (6δλ+ δρσ + 2λρ2))
+ σ
(
δρ2(βδ + 10γ) + 4γδ2 − 5γρ4))− 2e7λ+ 2e6 (σ (β + 4δ + ρ2)− 10λρ)
+ 2e5
(











(−4β − 6δ + 27ρ2)+ 50λρ)− 36βδσ + 42βρ2σ + 8γσ − 22δ2σ + 130δλρ+ 66δρ2σ − 25λρ3 + 2ρ4σ)
+ e3
(
4α2(ρσ − 3λ)− 2α (ρ (4σ (5β − 8ρ2)− 103λρ)+ 38δ(2λ+ ρσ))+ 2δρ (σ (11ρ2 − 19β)+ 43λρ)+ 31βρ3σ + 80γρσ
+ 20δ2(λ− ρσ)− 5λρ4)
− e2 (8α3σ+α2 (2σ (−2β+4δ+11ρ2)+58λρ)+2α (βσ (15ρ2−28δ)+8γσ−20δ2σ+122δλρ+34δρ2σ−69λρ3−10ρ4σ)
+ 60βδ2σ + 10βδρ2σ − 7βρ4σ + 8γσ (20δ − 19ρ2)+ 24δ3σ − 6δ2λρ+ 2δ2ρ2σ − 16δλρ3)











(−4α3(3λ+ 2ρσ) + 2α2 (δ(12λ+ 7ρσ)− 4ρ (σ (ρ2 − β)+ 3λρ))
+ α
(−2δρ (σ (ρ2 − 2β)+ 14λρ)+ ρ3(βσ + 18λρ)− 12γρσ − 4δ2(3λ+ ρσ))+ ρσ (ρ2(βδ + 100γ)− 2δ(δ(6β + δ) + 26γ))





325λρ− 2σ (12β+15δ− 85ρ2))− 15βδσ+112βρ2σ+56γσ− 6δ2σ+227δλρ+142δρ2σ− 31λρ3+6ρ4σ)
+ e2
(
α2(14ρσ − 13λ) + α (ρ (σ (124ρ2 − 55β)+ 452λρ)− 2δ(65λ+ 41ρσ))+ δρ (σ (11β + 30ρ2)+ 107λρ)+ 53βρ3σ
+ 280γρσ + 3δ2(9λ+ 2ρσ)− 2λρ4)
+e
(−10α3σ+α2 (σ (7β+4 (δ−3ρ2))−32λρ)+α (2βσ (19δ−7ρ2)−12γσ+22δ2σ−136δλρ−38δρ2σ+189λρ3+22ρ4σ)




(−4α3σ + 2α2σ (2(β + δ)− ρ2)+ 2α (βσ (4δ − ρ2)+ 2 (δ2σ − 2δρ(4λ+ ρσ) + 2ρ3(11λ+ ρσ)))− 12βδ2σ + 6βδρ2σ
+ βρ4σ − 32γδσ + 196γρ2σ − 4δ3σ + 2δ2ρ2σ + 4δλρ3 + 2e5(6ρσ − 20λ) + e4 (2σ (12α+ 20β + 59δ + 23ρ2)− 117λρ)
+ e3
(










550λρ− 4σ (9β+10δ− 62ρ2))+24βδσ+133βρ2σ+152γσ+14δ2σ+254δλρ+150δρ2σ− 7λρ3+6ρ4σ)
+ e
(
16α2ρσ − 2α (ρ (σ (19β − 52ρ2)− 227λρ)+ 24δ(λ+ ρσ))+ 2δρ (3σ (5β + 3ρ2)+ 37λρ)+ 33βρ3σ + 388γρσ












32ρ2 − 11β)+ 166λρ)− 4δ(2λ+ 3ρσ))+ 11βδρσ+ 5βρ3σ+ 180γρσ+ 4δ2λ+ 6δ2ρσ+ 20δλρ2
+ 4δρ3σ + 28e4(ρσ − 2λ) + e3 (2σ (28α+ 28β + 77δ + 31ρ2)− 83λρ)
+ e2
(

























32α+ 19β + 57δ + 20ρ2














d9 = 2σ(2(α+ δ) + eρ)
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